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Nowadays, publishing industry is coming into digital era. Google, iPad and 
Kindle always raise the tidal current of digital publishing. Compared with developed 
countries and regions, although Chinese Taiwan keeps ahead in the field of hardware 
technology all over the world, its digital publishing industry is still at the initial stage. 
Because of the limitation of region, market, policy and so on, the industry can’t form 
the outstanding effect. However, the output of digital publishing industry in Chinese 
mainland has broken through RMB. ten thousand billion, the market requirement is 
expanding, and the industry has formed the preferable whole business mode and 
industry chain. Primer Wen Jiabao said, “We’re brothers, although there is some 
displease, brothers are still kindred”. Recently, the relation is improving gradually, 
and the intercommunication of culture and economy is more and more frequently 
across the Taiwan’s strait. The subscription of ECFA and IPO protocol became the 
milestone of intercourse between the Chinese mainland and Taiwan. 
In this historical context, the paper selects to do research into Taiwan’s digital 
publishing industry which has the dual properties of both economic and cultural 
exponents. Study involves the communication, management, control, law and other 
disciplines expertise, using the media ecology, cultural hegemony theory, control 
theory, the copyright interests of the equilibrium theory as the main theoretical ideas, 
applying literature research, case study, comparative analysis and other research 
methods to explain these various phenomena which appear in Taiwan’s digital 
publishing industry and its copyright protection, by doing comparative and empirical 
research on both sides to reveal the feasibility of industrial cooperation and the 
importance of copyright protection. 
Firstly, the paper discribes the status and trends of Taiwan’s digital publishing 
industry under global environment, and discusses the influence of the United States, 
Japan and Chinese mainland. Because of the limitation of industry space, Taiwan's 
digital publishing industry should actively expand international exchanges, especially 
to cooperate with Chinese mainland, which should be the key to enhance the core 















digital publishing industry ecosystem in the framework of cross-straits environment, 
in order to sum up the external and internal ecological factors which would effect the 
industry ecosystem. There are four external ecological environments which refer to 
the politics, economy, culture and technology, and four main internal ecological 
factors which are copyright, media，human resource and policy. Based on the 
discussion and analysis of these factors and their interaction, it explores to build the 
ideal dynamic balance of the digital publishing industry ecosystem. Copyright 
protection is the basis for the sustainable development of digital publishing industry; 
it would be the core ecological factors affecting the ecosystem balance. So, the paper 
makes the cross-strait comparative study of digital copyright protection from three 
aspects, which are the legislative history, organizational structure, law enforcement. 
They focus on discussing the cross-strait differences and similarities of digital 
copyright protection, in order to provide legal protection for the cross-strait 
cooperation in the development of digital publishing industry. 
According to the thesis, any cross-strait comparison studies, no matter politically, 
economically or from the aspect of culture and technology, there should be a historical 
hint and end-result, that is, we should provide meaningful analysis for the cross-strait 
communication and cooperation. As the core city of the economic zone of western 
cross-strait, Xiamen has the special advantages in the communication with Taiwan, 
especially in the field of the culture, technology and policy. Choosing Xiamen and 
Taiwan as an example to explore the innovations, which contain the policy of industry 
development, the construction of public service platform for copyright protection, the 
industrial cooperation and so on, proposed to build a cooperation model of Xiamen 
and Taiwan cross-strait which is based on the tenet of “Government Promoting, 
Enterprises Leading”. In the aspect of building public service system, exploring to 
construct the “The public service platform for Xiamen and Taiwan cross-strait digital 
publishing and copyright” relying on the technology innovation, in order to strengthen 
cross-strait digital copyright protection. In the aspect of innovative digital publishing 
business cooperation, making use of the advanced digital technology services 
provided by Taiwan Huayi Corporation, and gradually transform and upgrade the 
digital standards of Xiamen traditional publishing enterprises, in order to achieve the 















The digital technology breaks through the limitation of the time and space, the 
Chinese publishing overloads the cross-straits cultural agreement. The author believe 
that, when the digital publishing industry of Chinese mainland and Taiwan join into 
the whole world market together, it must enhance the power of Chinese publishing in 
the international market, and realize the win-win stage to both of them, and make the 
Chinese digital publishing developing as an “Eastern Huge Dragon”. 
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年 10 月，PChome Online 尝试推出 Decobook 电子书网站，成为台湾营利性电
子书出版的 早起源，但是在数字版权授权与保护尚不成熟的环境下，网站很快






权法”是以 1910 年《大清著作权律》为蓝本并参考日本著作权法于 1928 年制订
的，此后历经过多达 16次的修订而成。从修法的发展历程上看，台湾地区的著作
权法大致经历了三个阶段。第一阶段为 1945 年至 1990 年（国民党撤退到台湾），
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